


2 Combat in the Lists

1.0 - INTRODUCTION
During the medieval period skilled knights were famous throughout the land and their lords would hold grand
tournaments to demonstrate the skills of each knights in his service.  These tournaments brought together
knights from across the realm to fight for glory and honor.  “Combat in the Lists” is a game/simulator of hand-
to-hand combat that pits knight against knight in pitch battle.  These battles were never fought to the death and
the weapons used were normally dull or blunted to render an opponent unconscious but sometimes deaths did
occur.  It wasn’t uncommon for a battle in the list to last for hours and end only when the last knight was left
standing.  It was this lone knight who was honored as the tournament champion.

The goal of the tournament is to be the last knight standing inside the list!

Each game includes the following:
· Game board – Hex tiled Combat arena
· Status Markers - [6] Player status markers
· [1] six sided dice
· [1] Marshal piece
· [6] Double sided Colored Player pieces - Representing a Standing and Knocked down Knight
· [6] Direction Decks – [7] cards per deck
· [6] Weapon Decks – [3] cards per deck
· [1] Special Deck – [32] cards per deck
· [18] Attack Decks – 6 Crushing, 6 Stabbing, and 6 Slashing decks – [48] cards/deck
· [6] Defense Decks – [64] cards per deck
· [42] Colored Status markers - [7] per player
· [6] Sneak attack reference cards
· [12] Left & Right hand tokens
· Rule book
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2.0 - GAME COMPONENTS
THE GAME BOARD

The game board consists of a combat arena or List as it was called.  The list is overlaid with a hex grid used for
movement and fighting.  Each player has a designated colored starting location and the numbers on the outer
perimeter are for the placement and movement of the white marshal piece.  Also included on the game board
is the Pushed From Hex chart; used when a player is pushed out of his hex and possibly knocked down.
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2.2 PLAYER STATUS CARD
Each player has a Player Status Card which is used to record the player’s health, attack and defense point
totals as well as extended stages of defense and the number of failed Sneak Attacks.
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THE DICE
The game uses one 6-sided die to resolve the Marshal’s piece placement, Sneak Attack attempts and Pushed
from hex results.

PLAYER PIECES
Each player has four similar colored player pieces; three represent the [3] different weapon types “Battle Axe,
Morning Star, and Short Sword” and the fourth represents the Knocked down knight. On each piece is a
white arrow representing the player’s forward facing direction.

ATTACK HEXES – In Figure 1A below you see the Orange player facing into the arena and
three white arrows each pointing away from the Orange players front three hex sides.  The
arrows indicate to the only three available hexes that can be attacked during the attack
phase.  Only SPECIAL ATTACK cards can extend the range of this attack zone.

BACKSIDE ATTACK – In Figure 1B above you see an example of a BACKSIDE attack with the green
player attacking the red player.  The attacking player’s piece must be in the adjacent hex to the defend-
ing player, in this case the green player is attacking and the red player is defending.  The white arrow of
the attacking player must be facing directly to the backside of the defending players piece.  Any attacks
made in this fashion are automatic hits unless the defending player has a Special Defense card to defend
against this type of attack.  If the red player is unable to defend against these attacks, the damage is au-
tomatically dealt and immediately subtracted from the red players health.

Figure 1A Figure 1B
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ATTACK LOCATIONS
During the Attack Phase each player will be using Attack cards and Special attack cards to attack specific areas
of their opponents body.

Figure 1C
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DIRECTION CARDS
There are seven direction cards which make up a player’s Movement deck.  A direction card represents one
movement action taken during the Movement phase.  As the card is played that player either moves his playing
piece in the direction indicated on the card or remains stationary by playing the NO MOVEMENT card.

WEAPON CARDS
There are three weapon types used in the game representing a Battle Axe, Morning Star, or a Short Sword.
Each weapon has two distinct styles of attack which will dictate the type of attack decks the player’s will use
during the attack phase.
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SPECIAL CARDS
There are [32] cards which represent the Special deck.  This deck consist of Special Attack and Defense cards
which can be used throughout the game.

ATTACK CARDS
There are three separate attack decks with [48] cards each that can be used during the game.  These decks
represent the following types of attacks:  Crushing, Stabbing, and Slashing.  Depending on which type of weap-
on the player chooses, this weapon will dictate the [2] attack decks used throughout the game.

Card usage cost
in Attack points

Damage to health

Damage to
health

Card usage
Cost in Attack
points
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DEFENSE CARDS
Each player receives one defense deck to be used during the game.  The Defense deck consists of [60] cards
and is used to defend against any number of individual or combination attacks.

COLORED STATUS CUBES
Each player receives [7] corresponding colored status cubes which are used on the Player Status Card and
helps the player keep track of his health, sneak attacks, and attack and defense points.

SNEAK ATTACK REFERENCE CARDS
Each player receives one Sneak Attack Reference Card.  This reference card is used to help direct the player
when they are ready to perform a sneak attack on another player.

Usage cost in
Defense points
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LEFT & RIGHT HAND TOKENS
Each player receives two tokens representing the right or left hand.  One of these tokens is placed on the
weapon card to indicate which hand is wielding the weapon during the game.  When an attack card causes a
weapon to be knocked from a players hand, the attack card must be of the same name “Right or Left” as that of
the hand holding the weapon.

RULE BOOK
Also Included is one complete rule book with everything the player needs to understand the game mechanics
and combat system for Combat in the Lists.
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3.0 - GAME SETUP
Each player rolls the D6 die to see who starts as player #1.  All ties are re-rolled until a Player #1 is decided.

Player #1 chooses a colored Playing Piece and places it inside the combat arena in the hex with its designated
colored circle.  This process continues to the player on his or her left, which will pick the next colored playing
piece and so on.

Each player then takes the corresponding colored Player Status Card and places it in front of them against
the board edge.

Each player must then choose a “Weapon Card”, which they will use throughout the tournament.  There are
[3] different weapons to choose from but only one weapon may be used during the game and no weapon
swaps are permitted.

The weapon cards are as follows:

Each weapon provides two distinct attack styles.  The weapon card you choose will determine which style of
attack you favor as well as the type of attack decks you will use during the game.   Each weapon uses [2] attack
decks, which consist of [48] cards each.  Place the weapon card face up in front of you for all players to see.

Next, each player places either the Right Hand or Left Hand colored token on top of their weapon card.
This marks the hand which the player will use to wield the designated weapon.



Card and Point Allocation table

Each player takes their [7] colored cubes and places them on the Player Status Card inside the initial starting
squares based on the values set by the number of players in the game.  Place [2] of the cubes on the [20]
square under the health status bar, one cube will track the players health and the other cube will be used to
track the amount of damage taken during each attack phase.   Please reference Table 1B.

Next, the player’s takes the two [2] corresponding Attack Decks shown on their weapon card and shuffles
them together.  Once shuffled, deal yourself [X] cards to your hand and place the remaining deck in front of
you face down.  This deck will represent your ATTACK draw deck.  The [X] is determined by the number of
players in the game .  See Table 1B above for values.

Each player takes one Defense Deck and shuffles it.  Once shuffled, deal out [X] cards to your hand and place
the remaining deck in front of you face down next to the Attack Deck leaving room for a discard pile.  This
deck will represent the DEFENSE draw deck.  The [X] is determined by the number of players in the game as
shown in Table 1B.

Each player takes one of the Direction Decks consisting of [7] cards and places it off to the side; in front of
their playing area face down.

Each player takes one Sneak Attack Ref Card and places it in his hand.

Player #1 shuffles the Special Deck and places it near the arena where all players can reach it

Once shuffled, deal out [X] cards to your hand, this deck will represent the SPECIAL draw deck.  The [X] is
determined by the number of players in the game as shown in Table 1B.

Finally, player #1 places the White Marshal piece on its starting position facing the arena on the space marked
with a white circle and a number [1].

The game is now ready to start playing.
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 Table 1B.
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4.0 - GAME PHASES
The game “Combat in the lists” consists of five separate phases per turn.

  MOVEMENT
  MARSHAL
  ATTACK  - Sneak Attack
  DISCARD
  DRAW

Each player starts the tournament with [20] health points.  Once a player’s health drops to zero for the entire
turn that player is considered knocked out and is removed from the combat arena and the game.

Player #1 will control the movement of the white marshal piece.  On each subsequent turn the player to the
left of Player #1 will become the new Player #1 and will now be in control of the Marshal piece for that turn.

MOVEMENT PHASE

At the start of the MOVEMENT phase each player chooses one card from his DIRECTION deck and places it
face down in front of him.   When all the players have finished placing their direction card face down in front of
them, all players simultaneously turns over his direction card and places it face up so all other players can see it.
Each player can decide to play either a direction card to move his piece one space as indicated on the card OR
play the “no movement” card and leave their piece standing in its original location.  All movement is based on the
player’s frontal facing orientation. Movement within the game cost [1] attack point and is taken from the
attack/defense total immediately after your piece is moved.  Each player is allowed one move during the
movement phase and can only advance one hex.  After every player has moved his playing piece, each player is
allowed to rotate his piece up to [2] hex facings left and/or right.  Rotating a player piece doesn’t cost any
additional points.  The rotation turn order should work as follows:  Player #1 will rotate his piece first followed
by the player to his left and so on, until each players has completed his movement action.

MARSHAL PHASE

During the Marshal phase the designated player [player #1] rolls the D6 to decide on the new location for the
White Marshal piece.  Place the Marshal piece on the space matching the number rolled, which may cause the
marshal to end up in the same location he started from.

ATTACK PHASE

NOTE: If a player moves his piece and it doesn’t end adjacent to any other player, that player does not have an
attack action and is not allowed to choose any attack cards from his hand during this attack phase!
THIS PLAYER HAS NO ATTACK THIS TURN!

During the ATTACK phase every player has his own separate attack action(s).  Each player can exhaust up to
[X] attack/defense points by playing attack and special attack cards during his attack action.  Before the start of
player #1’s attack action ALL players must decide which attack cards they will be using during their part of the
ATTACK phase.  Each player can draw from his hand any attack or special attack cards he will be playing during
the attack phase and place them face down in front of him.  When all the players have finished placing their attack
cards face down, all players simultaneously turn their cards face up so all the other players can see them.  Next,
each player will add up each cards attack value and remove that total from the attack/defense point total.  If a
player’s attack cards total is more than his available attack points, he must randomly discard one attack card and
place it in the appropriate discard pile with a penalty of [1] attack point for each attack card discarded.
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If the attack card total is still too high then continue discarding one attack card at a time with a penalty of [1] attack
point for each attack card discarded until the available total is met.

Any remaining attack/defense points can be used for special defense and/or normal defense cards.  If all initial
attack points are used up by that player, he will have to use his extended defense points to play any defense cards.

When players are attacked they have the ability to defend themselves by playing defense or special defense cards.
Any remaining attack/defense points not used during the initial attack phase can be used for the first stage of
defense.  If the player exhausted his initial attack/defense points during the attack phase or needs more points
than are available, that player can advance to the next stage and extend his defenses by using his extended defense
points but at a cost to his health.

Anytime a player moves from one defense stage to the next, that player will take [1] point of exhaustion damage
to his health.  Any time a player takes damage to his health it’s recorded immediately on the player’s status card.

Each attack action continues as follows: Player #1 starts his attack by declaring which player he is attacking
and which attack cards he will be using during that attack.  As each attack card, special attack or combo cards
are played; the player being attacked which will be known as the defending player, is given the opportunity to
defend each attack.  Depending on the type of attack and whether it is a special attack or combo attack, the
defending player can play a defensive card if possible, against each attack card or against the entire combo at-
tack.

Before a defending player can initiate his defense he must play each defense card in front of him and declare the
type of defense used.  The defense card played must be the same or similar type of body part required for the
defense to be used against the declared body attack.  If this is stated on the card, the defensive player must
then make sure he has the available defense points to play the particular defense.  If the player has the available
defense points left, he can play the declared defense card whether it is a special card or a regular defense card.
He must then add up the total amount of defense points needed to play the defense card(s) and remove that
total from his defense total on the status card.  Once an attack card is defended against, all damage from the
attack card is ignored or as stated by the defense card.  If the defending player doesn’t have the available de-
fense points or the available defense stages, then the defense card is discarded and the amount of damage it
would have blocked is dealt to the defending player.  If the defending player cannot defend against an attack
card or combo attack, that damage will be totaled and the defending player is dealt the total amount of damage
to his health.  This damage is recorded immediately on the health track of the defending player’s status card.

NOTE:  A player can only use the defense points that have been allocated by the number of players in the
game.  If only Stage 2 and Stage 3 are designated for the game, the player can’t pass into the Stage 4 defense!

The attacking player whose attack action it is can continue attacking this same player or another player that is
within range until he runs out of his chosen special or normal attack cards.  Once this attacking player has com-
pleted his attack action the next player to the left starts his attack action.

Play continues to the left until all players have played through their entire attack action and/or defended all
available attack cards.  Once complete, make sure all damage to health has been recorded and all defense
points have been recorded, including any damage taken due to the process of moving from one extended de-
fense stage to the next.

At the end of the ATTACK phase each player may attempt a SNEAK ATTACK if his piece is in the correct po-
sition and has the correct facing.  Depending on the player’s location with regards to the Marshal; his position
will determine his chance of success.  Sneak attacks will be covered in more detail in the Marshal section.
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DISCARD PHASE

After the attack phase the turn moves to the DISCARD phase.  In this phase all cards that were player during
the attack phase are discarded and placed in their respective discard piles.  Any cards remaining in a player’s
hand can also be discarded if the player no longer needs or wants them.

If at the end of the DISCARD phase a player has zero health, he is removed from the arena and is out of the
game.  If this happens and the number of players decreases then the CARD and POINT allocation must be
changed to represent the new number of players that are left fighting!  So, if [6] players started the attack phase
and [2]  players were knocked out, all card and point allocations would now be represented by the [4] player
values as shown on table 1B.

DRAW PHASE

After all cards have been discarded and status markers reset, the DRAW phase begins. Each player will draws
[X] Attack cards, [X] Defense cards, and [X] Special cards based on the table below.  All these cards are placed
in the player’s hand.

Next, reset the colored cubes to either the previous attack/defense values OR update to the new Attack and
Defense points on the Player Status card if players have been removed from the game.

Card and Point Allocation table

 Table 1B
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5.0 - CARD AND POINT ALLOCATION

Attack and Defense cards, plus point allocations are based on the number of players in the game:

· In a [2] player game:  Each player has [7] Attack/Defense points and [4/2] Extended defense points.
Each player gets [3] Attack cards, [6] Defense cards, and [2] Special card to make up their starting hand.

· In a [3] player game:  Each player has [9] Attack/Defense points and [5/3] Extended defense points.
Each player gets [4] Attack cards, [7] Defense cards, and [2] Special card to make up their starting hand.

· In a [4] player game:  Each player has [11] Attack/Defense points and [7/3] Extended defense points.
Each player gets [5] Attack cards, [8] Defense cards, and [3] Special card to make up their starting hand.

· In a [5] player game:  Each player has [12] Attack/Defense points and [6/4/2] Extended defense points.
Each player gets [6] Attack cards, [9] Defense cards, and [3] Special card to make up their starting hand.

· In a [6] player game:  Each player has [14] Attack/Defense points and [7/5/3] Extended defense points.
Each player gets [7] Attack cards, [10] Defense cards, and [4] Special card to make up their starting
hand.

Figure 1C shows the game board setup with [6] player pieces ready to start.  Each
player can decide on his pieces forward facing position!
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6.0 - TURN SEQUENCE

For game purposes, all player actions and damages occurring simultaneously.

Movement Phase:

Each player must decide if they are moving their playing piece or not during the Movement phase.  Each player
chooses a direction card indicating whether they will remain stationary or move in a specific direction.   They
will choose a single direction card based on their planned move action and place it face down in front of them
without showing the other players.

When all players have placed his direction card face down, all players will then turn their direction card over
simultaneously so all other players can see them.

Each player, starting with player #1, either moves his playing piece as shown on the direction card or leaves his
piece in its original location as stated on the “no movement” direction card.  If a player decides to move his piece,
the direction he moves will be consistent with the players forward facing orientation.

If a player ends his movement in the same location as another player, the moving player must bring his piece half
way back to the space he started from.   This would leave the player’s piece on the line, in between his starting
location and the location he was moving to.  If the space the player tried to enter becomes available then the
original moving player can now move his piece into the open space; completing his movement.

In Figure 2A The Blue Player [A] plays the Direction Card or “DC”- Back Left and moves into the open center
space as indicated by the white arrow.

Figure 2A
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In Figure 2B The Purple Player [B] plays DC - Back Right but since the Orange player occupies the space the
Purple player is forced to pull his piece back half way.

In Figure 2C The Orange player [C] plays DC - Forward and moves his piece into the open space.  Since the
Orange player [C] leaves his space open, the Purple player [B] can complete his move and take the open space
player [C] left behind.

Figure 2B

Figure 2C
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In Figure 2D This is the position on the board after the Orange player [C] moves.

In Figure 2E below the Green player [D] plays DC - Forward right and takes the open space in front of the
blue player.

Figure 2D

Figure 2E
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In Figure 2F The Red player [E] player plays DC - Forward and takes the open space next to the blue player.
After all players have moved their player pieces into their final hexes they will decide on their facing rotations.

Figure 2G shows the final position of all player pieces after their movement actions have been completed.  The
final rotation of each player piece will determine which opponent can attack within their ATTACK ZONE.  Since
each player can rotate his piece two hex facings left or right they can try to avoid being attacked from the
backside, which can only be defended by a Special Defense card.
.

Figure 2FFigure 2F

Figure 2G
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7.0 - PUSHED FROM HEX
During the movement phase it’s possible for two or more players to end up fighting for the same hex. A player
who has tried to move into an occupied hex must bring his piece back and end his movement halfway between
the hex he was moving to and the hex he left.  When this happens the Attack Phase will proceed as normal but
at the end of the Attack Phase all players who occupy the hex must tally the damage they took during the attack
phase and the player who received the most damage will end up being Pushed from the Hex,.

Figure 6A above shows the purple and orange players trying to move into the black players hex and had to move
halfway back to the hex they started from.   Of the three players “Black, Purple, and Orange” the player who
took the least amount of the damage during the attack phase will maintain in the hex.  So in the example above;
the Orange player took [2] points of damage, the Purple player took [3] points of damage and the Black player
took [5] points of damage.   Since the Orange player took the least amount of damage he ends up occupying the
Black players hex.  The Purple player would go back to his original hex and the Black player would roll a D6 and
refer to the Pushed from hex Chart 1A!   The player who is pushed from a hex must roll a D6 and move his
piece in the direction indicated on the chart that matches the number rolled on the die.  If the hex is open then
the player occupies this new hex keeping his original forward facing orientation, but if it is occupied the the
players compare their damage taken and the one who took the most must roll on the chart and move to a new
hex!

So, continuing with the example above, the black player rolled a 5 on the D6 and ends up being pushed into the
Green players hex.  Since the hex is occupied both players must again compare who took the most damage and
the one who took the least amount of damage during the attack phase stays in the hex and the other player must
roll the D6 on the Pushed from hex chart.   In this instance the Green player did not take any damage during
the attack phase and stays in the hex.  So, again the Black player must roll on the chart with this new hex as his
stating location.  The black player rolls a [4], he is now pushed to the hex below the Green players hex.  Since
this hex is open he must occupy this new hex as his final location keeping his original forward facing orientation.
Through the whole process each player must maintain his original forward facing orientation and keep the white
arrow in the original facing direction!

It’s not uncommon for players to be knocked around and end up in a totally different hex then where they started
from.  This action simulates knights who have taken a beating and ended up getting knocked and pushed around
the arena.  No additional damage is taken from this process.

Figure 6A

Chart 1A
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Figure 6B Shows the final positions of all the players at the end of the attack phase.  Once the Black player lands
in the hex he must roll a D6 to see if he gets knocked down.  If you he rolls a 1 or 2 he is knocked down and must
spend [4] defense points to get up.  For every [3] points of damage the Black player has taken he must add +1
to the dice roll.  So if the Black player took six points of damage during the attack phase he must add +2 to the
die roll and if he rolls a 1 thru 4 he is knocked down!

RECORDING DAMAGE PER TURN
The example below shows how a player tracks the amount of damage taken during the attack phase.  The player
will have two colored cubes on the health track with one cube in the square and the other above it.  As a player
takes damage he will move the main cube located on the squares down the track until all damage for that turn
has been recorded. Figure 6C shows the starting locations for the two cubes.  During the attack phase the Red
player took [5] points of damage.  Once damage has been recorded and the attack phase is complete you can
count the number of open squares from cube to cube as shown in Figure 6D and get a total damage for that
attack phase.  If the Red player was trying to move into an occupied hex he would use the [5] point damage to
indicate who should stay and who should be PUSHED FROM THE HEX!  At the end of the discard phase, move
the cube that is above the track so it is now again above the cube on the squares. Figure 6E
.

Figure 6C

Figure 6D

Figure 6E

Figure 6B
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Once each player has completed his movement the rotation stage begins.  Each player can rotate the front facing
of his piece up to [2] turns left and/or right starting with player #1.  Once a player finishes his movement action
that player must move his colored attack/defend cube down one space to represent the loss of [1] fatigue point.
If the player remains stationary this point is not deducted.  This fatigue loss reduces the player’s initial
Attack/Defense point total by one prior to the Attack Phase.  If the direction card shows “NO MOVEMENT”
then the player’s piece doesn’t move and stays in the its original position for that turn; although he can still rotate
his piece normally.  No point will be deducted since he does not exhaust a point of fatigue due to non-movement.
There is no additional fatigue cost due to rotating a player’s piece.  The movement phase continues until every
player completes his movement and announces the end of his movement action.

In Figures 3A thru 3C above The red player rotates his playing piece [2] hex facings to the right!

In Figures 4A thru 4D above The Black player moves Forward and the Orange player moves Forward Left!
Then the Black player rotates right [1] hex facing and the Orange player rotates left [1] hex facing.

4A 4B

4C 4D

Figure 3B Figure 3CFigure 3A
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In Figures 4E thru 4H during the next turn, the Black player moves Forward right and the Orange player moves
Forward!  The Black player then decides not to rotate his piece and the Orange player rotates left [1] hex fac-
ing leaving both player facing each other and ready for combat.

Marshal Phase:

During the Marshal Phase, Player #1 rolls the D6 die and moves the white Marshal piece to the numbered space
on the outside of the arena which corresponds to the number rolled.  The Marshal piece may end up in the same
location depending on the die roll.

Attack Phase:

During the Attack Phase each player has a total of [X] Attack/Defense points to exhaust.  This total maybe
modified by Special Attack Cards played during the attack phase.  These points represent the amount of fatigue
a player can exhausts trying to perform attack or defense action during the Attack Phase.  The more actions a
player takes the more fatigued that player will become, in turn causing more points to be deducted from his point
total and ultimately from that players health score.

Once each player has placed his attack cards face down in front of him each player then turns over all their attack
cards so the rest of the player can see them.

4E 4F

4G 4H
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Starting with Player #1, he adds up the total attack points from all the attack card(s) being played and subtracts
this total from his remaining Attack/Defense total.  If the card(s) attack points total is greater than the remaining
attack/defense total, the attacking player must discard one attacking card at random.  Once the total points are
confirmed the player moves his colored cube to the right the same number of points as the total attack points
being used.  If any cards are going to be played as a combo these cards must be placed together.

During a player’s Attack action, each player can play as many attack or special cards as they like just as long as they
DO NOT use more than the allotted [X] attack/defense point available.  If a player plays an attack card that would
cause him to exhaust more than his attack/defense points available, that card is ignored and immediately placed in
that cards corresponding discard pile with a [1] point penalty to the players attack/defense total.

Each attack card discarded in this fashion causes a [1] point penalty to the attack/defense total, which is recorded
immediate on the players status card.

Example: In a two player game, player 1 places [2] crushing attack cards face down in front of him to be played during the attack
phase.  The total attack cost of these two cards is [4].  Once these attack cards are turned over immediately move the
attack/defense maker down [4] points due to the attacking cards usage total.  Now player #1 will only have [2] points left to be
used for the defense phase or to play a special card.  If player #1 had tried to play more attack cards that had a total attack value
greater than [6], one of the cards would have to be discarded at random plus a penalty of [1] point would be taken from the
attack/defense total.  After player #1’s attack action is completed he, in turn, maybe attacked and can only exhaust [2] defense
points before he starts losing health and is forced to use his extended defense points.  So, Player #1 gets attacked by a HACK attack
card, which would cause 2 points of damage if not blocked.  Player #1 plays a BLOCK defense card that costs [3] defenses.  Since
this card costs more than the [2] remaining defense points, player #1 takes the option of playing the card, which blocks the attack
but takes [1] damage for exhausting his defense points and now is using his [3] extended defense point.  By removing [3] defense
points total he only has [2] left of the remaining 3 extended defense points.  That is, the [Defense Card = 3] – [2 initial defense
points] leaves [1] left over. Now take this [1] point from the [3] extended defense points and this leaves [2] extended defense
point’s total.  By taking this option the player also takes [1] point of damage for using the extended defense points.  If the player
was forced to use the final extended defense point then he would have taken another point of damage.

During the Attack Phase, if a player’s piece is in between two spaces, for attack purposes they are considered to
be located in the space they were trying to move to.  This placement would give them the ability to attack any
player that was initially located in that space, was trying to move to that space, or any player who is adjacent to
that space.

During each player’s Attack action, any player that is in the same space or adjacent space to the attacker is open
to attack.

NOTE: If a player has the ability to attack another player’s backside, that attack can only be blocked by means of
a Special defense card.  If no Special defense card is used then the attack automatically hits and the defending player
immediately takes the damage from the attack card(s) to his health total.  A backside attack is only legal if the
attacking player’s white ARROW is pointing directly against the defending players backside!

To start an attack, place your finger on one of the attack cards or combo stacks and move it up halfway, then
announce to the player you are attacking; what type of card or combo you are playing and what type of attack it
is.

That defending player now has the ability to defend himself and block your attack by playing one or more defense
or special cards.  To play a defense card; two requirements must be met:  The defending player must have the
available defense points to play the card(s) AND the defense card must cover the area or zone specified in the
attack.   The defending player could also play a special card along with the defense card to help meet these
requirements.
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Example: Player #1 plays “SMASH”, a Crushing Attack card on player 2 that attacks his left arm causing [1] damage if not
blocked.  Player #2 defends himself by playing the DEFLECT Counter Defense that blocks any attack to the upper left side
of the body.  This defense only exhausts [1] defense point and defends against [1] damage.  Since player 2 has [2] defense
points remaining out of his initial [X] attack/defense point total for this turn, he can play this card and it blocks the [1] point
of damage the attacking card would have given him.  Player 2 moves his attack/defense marker to the right [1] point to
represent the fatigue loss due to this [1] point of defense.  Once the attack/defense marker has been updated, player 1 can
proceed to his next attack card(s).

Every player has an initial number of attack/defense points to start his Attack Phase.  In a two player game for
example, the total number of attack/defense points is [7/4/2].   These three values represent three separate
stages of Attack and Defense.  The initial attack/defend stage which gives [7] points are available for attack and
defense.  Following the attack/defense stage is stage 2 defense, which has [4] points for extended defense and
can only be used for defense.  The finally stage, stage 3 defense has [2] final point for extended defense.  A player
can not use more than the initial [7] points for individual attacks but can use more than [7] to defend himself.  If
a player needs to use more than the allotted [7] initial attack/defense point then that player has the option of
moving to stage 2 and using his [4] extended defense points.  Before moving to stage 2 the player must
immediately take [1] point of damage due to fatigue and over extending his defenses.   If the player needs to push
himself further by moving to the final stage or stage 3 of extended defense points then that player again has the
option to use the last point of extended defense and again must immediately take another [1] point of damage
before moving to stage 3.  The damage taken through this process is unavoidable and can not be blocked by
special cards or actions.  In stage 3 the player has [2] final point of extended defense to use on defense and special
cards only.  If the player decides to use this last point of extended defense that player has finally exhausted his
entire resource of defensive tactics and can no longer defend himself due to total exhaustion, any attacks against
him will hit automatically.

If a player being attacked does not have any available defense or special defense cards left or any defense point
available, they are considered exhausted and too tired to block any further attacks.  Any damage sustained from
an attack is automatic and immediately removed from their remaining health.  Any damage below [0] is still
recorded as [0].

When all attack cards have been played by the attacking player and all damage has been allocated, the player to
the left can start his attack action.  After all players have performed their individual attack actions and no other
attack, defense, or special cards can be played; then the attack phase is over.  Any player that starts the discard
phase with zero [0] health is considered knocked out and removed from the arena and the game.  Remove that
player’s game piece from the combat arena and place it outside the game board.

If an attack causes a player to be knocked down, that player must replace his playing piece with the fallen knight
piece.  This piece remains on the board until the player is able to get back up.  A fallen knight is not allowed to
move during the movement phase or rotate his piece unless he uses the [4] points from his Defense total.  The
white arrow facing must be maintained.
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If knocked down you can get back up by using [4] points from the Attack/Defense total or Defense totals.  If the
player does not have the available attack/defense points to get back up, he is considered out of the fight and can’t
attack anyone for the rest of this turn.   He is still able to defend himself but at an extra [1] point of defense per
defense card played. A fallen knight can’t be attacked with a backside attack!

In Figures 5A thru 5B the Blue player is KNOCKED DOWN by an attack from the Red player and must replace
his playing piece with the fallen knight piece.  This piece stays on the board until the player is able to get back up.
Make sure the white arrows orientation is the same as the original playing piece.  As long as a player is knocked
down he must spend an extra point of defense for each defense card played to block attacks.

If an attack causes a player to drop his weapon, that player must use [2] defense points to regain his weapon.
If the player does not have the available defense points to retrieve his weapon, he is considered out of the fight
and can’t attack anyone for the remainder of the attack phase.   He is still able to defend himself but at an extra
[1] point of defense per defense card played.

On the next turn if the player who has dropped his weapon was unable to use any remaining defense points to
pick up his weapon, the player can now use [1] attack point from his Attack/Defense points to pick up his weapon.
The player can also choose to change the hand token from the Left to the Right hand or from the Right to Left
hand, which will now be the hand used to hold his weapon.  This new hand token must be used until the weapon
is dropped and picked up again

At the end of the Attack Phase each player has the ability to make a single SNEAK ATTACK.  No Attack/Defense
points are needed to make a sneak attack, the requirement is the position of the marshal and the orientation of
the playing piece trying to make the sneak attack.

NOTE:  THE SNEAK ATTACK WILL BE COVERED UNDER THE MARSHAL PIECE !

Figure 5A Figure 5B
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Discard Phase:

Each player must discard any attack, defense, and/or special cards they played during the attack phase and place
them into their corresponding discard pile.  Any special cards that were played on the table are also discarded
this turn.  Do not mix these cards up or discard them into the incorrect discard pile.

Each player also has the option of discarding any unused attack, defense, and special cards from their hand that
they feel are unnecessary or of no use.

If there are no cards left in the draw pile, shuffle the corresponding discard pile and replace it as the new draw
pile.

At the end of the Discard Phase check the health of each player, any player that has a zero health is knocked out
and removed from the game!

Draw Phase:

If at the end of the Discard Phase one or more players are knocked out and removed from the arena the
Attack/Defense points and Card allocations must be modified to now represent the remaining number of players.
If there were [5] players at the beginning of the Attack Phase and [2] players were knocked out then the new
point and card allocations would be as follows:

Each player must draw [X] number of Attack cards per the Card and Point Allocation table

Each player must draw [X] number of Defense cards per the Card and Point Allocation table

Each player must draw [X] number of Special cards per the Card and Point Allocation table

All cards must be placed in the player’s hands.

finally, reset the colored cubes to either the previous attack/defense values OR update to the new Attack and
Defense points on the Player Status card if players have been removed from the game.
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8.0 - SPECIAL CARDS

Every player starts the turn with a certain number [X] of special cards in their hand.

Special cards give the player’s special abilities, attacks, defenses, or actions.

Only Special attack cards can be played in the attack phase and special defense card can be played for defense
actions.

Any number of special cards can be played at any time throughout the turn but only at the start of the movement
phase or unless otherwise stated on the Special card.

To play a special card, that player must announce they are playing a special card and place the card face up on the
table so all players can see it.  Next, they must announce what action or ability the card gives and who or what
the card will affect.

A special card titled “sneak attack” can only be played at the end of the attack phase and maybe affected by the
rules covered in the Marshal section.

Special cards must be discarded right after they are played although some special cards are played in front of the
player and stay in play until the end of the turn.

Damage to health

Card usage cost
in Defense points
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9.0 - Marshal Piece

The white Marshal Piece and Sneak Attacks:

The white piece represents the official tournament Marshal.  His purpose is to move about the combat arena or
list making sure each knight is fighting with honor and dignity.  On each turn the Marshal is randomly placed on a
numbered space just outside the combat arena.  During the Attack Phase, the Marshal will be watching each
player during his attack; judging if his actions are honorable.  Unfortunately the Marshal can’t see everything and
this leaves the possibility of someone making a Sneak Attack on another player.

Each player is allowed [1] sneak attack at the end of the attack phase.  To attempt a sneak attack the attacking
player must have his playing piece on one of the colored arrow hex rows AND have his player piece facing in the
same direction as the arrows. If these requirements are met then a sneak attack may be attempted by the player.

     Sneak Attack player facing requirements.

Each colored arrow indicates the range of detection the Marshal has of catching the player at his sneak attack.
The closer the player is to the Marshal, the greater the amount that player will screen the attacked player from
the Marshal.

The Black arrows indicate a 1 thru 5 chance in 6 that the sneak attack will succeed.

The Yellow arrows indicate a 1 thru 3 chance in 6 that the sneak attack will succeed.

The Red arrows indicate a 1 in 6 chance that the sneak attack will succeed.
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If the attacking player is going to make a sneak attack then this player must announce his intention at the end of
the attack phase and on which player he will be attacking.  The sneak attack player will place his SNEAK ATTACK
CARD face up on the table for everyone to see.  Then he must declare which player he is attacking and that his
facing is acceptable with regard to the Marshal’s piece.  A player’s piece must be positioned with his back facing
the Marshal as indicated on the Sneak Attack card.  If a player’s backside is not facing in the correct position then
a sneak attack is not allowed.  The attacking player rolls a D6 and refers to the chart for results.  If the number
rolled is within the range shown on the chart for the colored arrow they are on, the attack is a success!

The following examples below will show possible player positions that allow for a legal sneak attack and non-legal
sneak attacks.

The green player DOES have a legal sneak attack against the black player, he is on the black arrow and facing
correctly.  The purple player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the red player, he is not on the arrow.
The blue player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the orange player.
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The black player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the blue player because he is not on the red arrow.
The red player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the purple player.  The green player DOES NOT
have a legal sneak attack against the orange player.

The blue player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the black player.  The green player DOES NOT
have a legal sneak attack against the red player.  The orange player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against
the purple player.
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The orange player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the green player.  The blue DOES player has a
legal sneak attack against the purple player because he is on the arrow and facing correctly.  The black player
DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the red player.

The green player DOES have a legal sneak attack against the blue player, he is on the yellow arrow and facing
correctly.  The purple player DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the black player.  The orange player
DOES NOT have a legal sneak attack against the red player.  Even though all these sneak attack player pieces
are on the arrow hex row, they do not have the correct facing in the same direction as the arrows!



10.0 - FAQ:

SETUP PHASE:
Q:  When I initially place my Player piece in the arena on my colored circle, do I have to keep my
facing orientation the same as the picture in the rule book?
A: NO, the picture in the rule book is just for reference to show what it would look like with all six player pieces
on the game board.  When you place your Player piece on your color circle you can orient your front facing direc-
tional arrow in whatever direction you would prefer.
Q:  If we are playing a game with less than six players, can I put my Player piece on any other
colored circle at the start of the game?
A: NO, since each player has a chance at starting as Player #1  once this is decide and he/she has chosen his col-
ored piece, the player on his immediate left chooses the next colored piece and so on… You as a player are never
guaranteed at getting a specific colored playing piece and must choose a color that is remaining.  With this type
of system there are no chances for favoritism or color snatching.  Now it you want to create a House Rule for this
situation that is totally up to you!
Q:  In a two player game; should the player pieces be setup directly across from each other or on
their colored circles?
A: NO, again since Player #1 chooses his colored piece first, the second player can choose to pick the colored
playing piece that would place him either directly across from Player 1 or even right next to Player1’s player piece.
It’s completely up to Player 2 to decide where he/she wants to start his player piece at by choosing that particular
colored piece.   Now it you want to create a House Rule for this situation that again is totally up to you!

MOVEMENT PHASE:
Q:  When I initially place my Player piece in the arena on my colored circle, do I have to keep my
facing orientation the same as the picture in the rule book?
A: NO, the picture in the rule book is just for reference to show what it would look like with all six player pieces
on the game board.  When you place your Player piece on your color circle you can orient your front facing direc-
tional arrow in whatever direction you would prefer.
Q:  If a player gets knocked down and they can’t move during the movement phase, can they still
rotate their player piece?
A: NO, since rotating a player piece is a function of the movement phase that means a knocked down player is
not allowed to perform any of the movement phase actions which includes moving or rotating a player’s piece.
Think of it this way; the Knight has been knocked down from some form of attack and wasn’t able to immediately
get back up, he is lying on his back and would not have the ability to move or roll to a new position.  Yet although
this Knight is on his back he is still able to defend himself.

MARSHAL PHASE
Q:  As Player 1, if I roll the same number as what the Marshal piece is standing on, do I need to
reroll the dice so the results is a different number?
A: NO, think of it this way; the Marshal is observing the combat on the outside of the arena and throughout the
match he roams around the list making sure each Knight is fighting honorably.  During his observations he sees
something interesting, so he decides to stay in that section of the arena just a little bit longer.  So NO, you do not
reroll the D6 and the Marshal stays in the same space that turn.

ATTACK PHASE
Q:  If my player piece is knocked down after an attack can I use defense points immediately to
get back up; even if it isn’t my turn or do I have to wait till my turn?
A: NO, you don’t have to wait till your turn!   Once the attacking player has finished his turn, you can immediately
get back up if you have the available defense points.
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Q:  During the Attack Phase when all the player turn over their attack cards, do all the players
at once calculate their attack total and mark it off on their Player Status card or wait till their
turn?
A: After all players have turned over their attack cards, ALL the players Immediately move their marker token on
their Attack/Defense Total chart  to reflect the total combined attacking card cost for all cards played including
Special Attack cards .
Q:  Can I play Special Defense cards before the Attack Phase starts?
A: YES, defense cards, whether they are Special or normal, can be played during the start of the Attack Phase and
even in some cases during the Movement Phase.  Once a player makes an attack against another player, anyone
can now attempt to use a defense card.  Normally the card will indicate when the Special Attack/Defense card
can be played but if it doesn’t then follow the above rules.
Q: If during an attack my player’s health drops to zero and I get hit with another attack card
that does damage, can my player’s health go into a negative value or is it just zero?
A: Once your player’s health reaches zero he is considered Knocked out and will not sustain any more damage
below zero no matter what any other attack cards may do to that player.  There are no negative values in a play-
er’s health status.
Q:  If while using a normal defense card to defend an attack against me and my Attack/Defense
total goes to zero, does this mean I take a point a fatigue damage to my health?
A: NO, you only take a point of fatigue damage to your health if you are forced to continue using defense point
from the next stage of defense.  So by going from one stage of defense to the next is the only way a player will
take a point of fatigue damage, which must be updated immediately on a player’s status card.
Q:  The Special card “BACKSTAB” says “whose back three spaces are facing the attacking play-
er”, does this mean the three hexes directly behind the defending player?
A: NO, this is similar to how the front three spaces adjacent to the players hex are the only three hexes that can
be attacked.  Well this is just the opposite with the rear three facing hexes that are adjacent to the players hex.
Q:  Is there any defense to the Special Attack card “Blitz Attack”?
A: NO, this single point of damage is automatic and no defense card can be used to block it.
Q:  Can I use the Special defense card “CORRECT DEFENSE” to avoid damage from a Sneak
Attack?
A: NO, because Sneak Attack is at the end of the Attack Phase and the card “CORRECT DEFENSE” is associated
with the playing of a defense card to block an attack.  A Sneak Attack does not use an actual body attack card; it
uses a Sneak Attack reference card.
Q:  During a game a player performed the following attack action:  He played the Special Attack
card “FAST ATTACK “and the attack card “Attack to the Left Arm“.  I played the Special de-
fense card “Scream from hell” and removed the “Attack to the Left Arm” attack card.  Does
this mean that the Special attack cards ability was nullified and no attack occurred?
A: YES, the Special Attack card “FAST ATTACK” states: “During your attack phase play this Special attack with
another attack card and the attack is played twice at no additional attack cost”.  Since you ended up removing
the attack card from the table before an attack was initiated there would be no attack card for the Special attack
card to modify.  FAST ATTACK does not duplicate the attack card it just allows the attacking player to play an
attack card twice!  If there is no attack card there then there is no attack that can be performed twice!
Q:  If I’m forced to go from my 2nd stage of defense to the 3rd stage of defense can I still play the
Special defense card “SECOND STAGE”?
A: NO, the Special defense card “SECOND STAGE” must be played BEFORE the start of the Attack Phase and
not during.  After the Attack Phase starts you must wait till the next turn to use this card.
Q:  The Special attack card “SNEAK ATTACK” states that you sneak in an extra attack for 2D
points of damage, what are 2D points of damage?
A: 2D damage means you will inflict either 1 or 2 points of damage depending on what you roll on a 6 sided die.
You will roll a D6 die and whatever number comes up is divided by 3 and rounded up.  So if you rolled a 5 you will
do 2 points of damage and if you rolled a 2 you will do 1 point of damage.
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Q:  If I play the Special defense card “SOLID DEFENSE” does this mean all of my Attack and De-
fense points are restored to their initial values, even all the individual defense stage points?
A: NO, this only pertains to the Attack/Defense allocation point’s field and not the individual defense points.
Attack/Defense is a separate field because it is the only field that consists of attack AND defense points where as
the stage defense fields are only used for defense.
Q:  Can I play the Special defense card “ULTIMATE DEFENSE” before the attack phase?
A: YES, the Special defense card: “ULTIMATE DEFENSE” must be announced and played in front of you before
the attack phase so all other players understand that NO ATTACKS can be directed at you during this attack
phase.  Once the entire attack phase is over and this includes any Sneak Attacks, “ULTIMATE DEFENSE” must
be discarded.  Since Sneak Attack is part of the Attack Phase, the player with the Special “ULTIMATE DEFENSE”
card in front of them is also protected from this form of attack!
Q:  If I play the Special attack card “WEAPON DISARM” with an attack card that attacks the
right arm, does this mean the defending player drops his weapon even if carried in the left hand?
A: NO, the Special attack card: “WEAPON DISARM” will only cause the defending player to drop his weapon IF
the attack card matches the side i.e.: “right or left” that is similar to the hand that carries the weapon.  So if the
defending player is holding his sword in his right hand, he must be attacked with a card that states it is attacking
the right arm or right hand for his weapon to be knocked out.

SNEAK ATTACK – End of the Attack Phase
Q:  After the Attack Phase has ended and a player is trying to make a Sneak Attack but his play-
er piece doesn’t seem to be standing on the arrow, is this a legal position for a Sneak Attack?
A: NO, the example in the rules is incorrect and will be updated; it should state that the player who is attempting
to make a Sneak Attack must have his player piece in a hex that would be directly on top of on e of the six arrows
and facing in the same direction as the arrow.  So, if you were to transpose the colored arrows on to the game
board, the player’s game piece would have to occupy hex that one of the arrow would be sitting.
Q:  During a Sneak Attack how do you interpret the direction of the arrows as opposed to the
position of the Marshal?
A: Depending on the position of the Marshal piece you should hold the Sneak Attack card so it matches the posi-
tion of the Marshal piece and whatever the direction the arrows face on the board is what your player piece must
follow .
Q:  After the Attack Phase we had two players that were able to do a Sneak Attack but didn’t
know which one was suppose to go first?
A: Sneak Attacks are treated just like normal attacks in that the order starts from Player #1 and goes to the left.
Each player who plays a Sneak Attack card on the table makes his attack by going through the same player order;
from player #1, to the player on his left and continues around the table to the each player on the left.
Q:  During one of our games a player was able to make a successful Sneak Attack yet Icouldn’t
find anything that says what happens when you succeed in the attack, what are the results of a
successful Sneak Attack?
A: Somehow this was left out of the rules and will be added to the next rule update.  If a player makes a success-
ful Sneak Attack the defending player automatically takes D3 damage or D6/2 rounded up points of damage to
his health.  So the player who made the successful Sneak Attack rolls a D6 and gets a 5.  This value is divided by
2 and rounded up for a final score of 3 points damage to the defending player’s health. Once the damage is re-
corded on the player’s status card the defending player can then play a Special Defense card to restore the dam-
age taken in this fashion.
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DISCARD PHASE
Q:  Can I keep any of the cards in my hand that I didn’t play during the Attack Phase and carry
them over to the next turn?
A: YES, this was an error in the rules that should have said “any cards not played during a players turn can be car-
ried over to the next turn”. This will be reflected in the next rule update!

DRAW PHASE
Q:  Do I always have to draw the same total of cards that are referenced on the Cards and Point
allocation table?
A: YES, your hand must contain the same total cards that are stated in the table.  So if the table says in a three
player game that each player should have [4] Attack cards, [7] Defense cards, and [2] Special cards, each
player MUST maintain this total even if they carried cards over from the last turn.
Q:  When do the new card total allocations take place?
A: At the end of the draw phase if any player is unable to raise his health to at least a 1 he is considered knocked
unconscious and is out of the game.  Before the next turn starts every player must update his Player Status card
to the new Attack/Defense Point and Defense state allocations.
Q:  Can Defense card still be played after the Attack Phase is over?
A: Yes, only Special Defense cards in a players hand can be played all the way up to the end of the DRAW PHASE
but before the resupply or reallocation of Attack/Defense points IF the player has the defense points available.
So, if at the end of the Draw Phase a player was left with [0] health and he used up all of his defense points, he
would not be allowed to resupply his points just to be able to use a Special Defense card he had in his hand.  This
player would be removed from the game and the rest of the player would now have new cards and points alloca-
tion totals.
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